Given any two continuou s, co nvex fun c ti ons/a nd go n a co mpa ct, con vex se t with certain properties ("regu lar" co nvex ity), it is s hown that an infinite numbe r of homotopi es of / and g e xi s t which a re also conv ex. One s uc h homotopy ill parti c ular (th e " bas ic" hom oto py) is s ho wn to have ni ce mo notonicity prop erti es and can be used as a bas is for co nstru c tin g oth e r ho mot op ies. A me thod of co ns tructin g th e basic homotopy is g ive n for the case wh e re th e domain of/and g is a lin e segme nt. (Th eorems are for normed lin ear spaces on ly.) Ke y word s : Co nvex functions; co nv ex se ts; homotopy.
Introduction
In a normed linear space, a set C is called convex ifAx + Xy E C for every x, YEC and e ve ry A with O~ A~ 1, where "X = I-A. (We shall use the notation of a bar over a qua ntity to denote 1-(that quantity) throughout th e rest of this paper.) A mapping f ?f C into the reals is called convex jf
f(h+ >:'y) ~ Af(x) + >:'f(y)
for all x, YEC and 0 ~ A ~ 1. Given any two continuous convex maps f and g on C, we defin e a ma p h:C X [a,b]~R , where -00 < a < b < 00 and R is the real numbers , to be a convex homotopy of (f, g) if h is a continuous convex map and h (x , a) = f (x), h(x, b) = g(x) , for all XEC. (Usually a= 0 and b = 1 in the definition of homotopy , but this definition will simplify notation and is equivalent to the us ual definition. )
The question arises whether any two continuous convex maps f and g can b e connected by a convex homotopy and, if so, how many such homotopies exist and what are their properties. The following gives an affirmative answer to the basic question for certain types of domain sets and shows that th ere are always an infinite number of such homotopies. Certain characteristics of a "basic" convex homotopy are also derived.
It will be noted in the following that proofs of continuity are, for the most part, independent of convexity, and it would be possible to construct a "not-necessarily-continuous" convex homotopy of two maps, using the followin g procedures, with much less stringent conditions on th e map s and their domain. This observation might lead to inquiry about the existen ce of convex sets given a specification of part of their boundaries. This idea will not be pursued here.
The reader is also referred to an article by Victor Klee I whic h contains results similar to those of theorem s 1,2, and 4, without the con cept of continuity. 
Existence; Basic and Other Homotopies
We define a regularly convex set C to be a convex set with the following property. For each XEC, E > 0, and ° ~ A ~ 1, there exists Sex, E, A) > 0 such that if y and z are any points of C for which X=AY+AZ, then for any point x I EC with Ilx -x I I I < S there exist points y', Z I EC such that
and lIy -y'll < E, liz -z'll < E. Not all convex sets are regularly convex, as will be shown by an example later, although all of the usual ones (e.g., line segment, disk in the plane) seem to be. 
It is clear, then, that the points (y', s') and (z', t') satisfy the conditions
The proof of continuity of Ii will be given first for points (x, 0) and (x, 1), and then for other points.
Given any point (say) (x, 0), if (y, s) is any point for which
for some 8 > 0, then s < 8. Let u and v be two points of C for which y= su+sv, and Thus,
Thus H is continuous for each (x, 0) (and also for each (x, 1)). Now let (x, r) be any point of C X [0, 1]. We will show that, if {(Xn, rn)} is a sequence con· Now let u and v be two points of C su c h that
H( x, r) = rg (u) + rJ( v ) .
(Such points exist by the compactness of C.) By th e regular convexity of C X [0, 1], given E > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that for any point (w , 5) with
there exist points (WI , 51) and (U2' 52), su c h that and
But the convexity of H implies By the continuity of H at (u , 1) and (v, 0),
where YJ > 0, YJ ~ 0 as E ~ O. Thus, for a give n YJ > 0 , there exists 8 > 0 su c h that
Applying this inequality to the sequence { (Xn , rn)}, we have Finally, if h is any other convex homotopy of (J, g), then
hex, r) .;; rh(y,
for any y, ZEC such that x = ry+ rz. Thus
hex , r) .;; H(x, r).
This completes the proof of theorem 1. We shall call the map H the basic convex homotopy of (j, g) on
At this point it is appropriate to give examples of convex sets which are not compact or not regularly convex, and show that the H defined for a given f and g need not be continuous.
First, let C be the set of points in the plane defined by
and let f(x, y) = y and g(x, y) = -y. Then for every (x , 0) except (0, 0), we have
For the next example, let C be the convex hull of the set of points in three·space
Then C is clearly the union of two convex cones, from (0,0, -1) and (0, 0, 1) respectively, to the set
Next we show that the basic convex homotopy is by no means the only convex homotopy joining two convex maps. From this point onward in the discussion we shall use the term "convex map" to refer only to a continuous, convex map on a compact, regularly convex domain set.
THEOREM 2: Let f, g, and h be convex maps on C satisfying hex) ~ H(x, r) for all XEC, where H is the basic convex homotopy of (f, g) and r is some constant such that ° < r < l.
Let HI and H2 be the basic convex homotopies of(f, h) and (h, g) on C X [0, r) and C X [r, 1], respectively. If G is the map defined by G(X, s)= HI(x, s), and G(x, s)= H 2 (x, s), then G is convex and hence is a convex homotopy of (f, g). 
= h(mx+my) = C(mx+ my, r).
Ther efore, since x!, X2, YI, and Y2 were arbitrary, satisfying only x= PXl + j5X2 and y= qYl+ijY2, (see definition after theorem 1) "" C(mx+my, r),
This establishes the convexity condition on (x, s) 
(by the convexity of H 2)
=G('A(x,s)+>:(y, t)).
A similar argument holds when ' A > m.
This completes the proof of the convexity of C. 
proving the theorem.
Finally, we note that forming a basic convex homotopy is a continuous process in f and g. Given two con vex maps f and g, let PC' be the operator defined as: 
From this it follows easily that
Monotonicity Properties of the Basic Homotopy
THEOREM 7: Let f and g be convex maps of the set C, and H the basic convex homotopy of
with strict monotonicity holding if strict inequality holds between f and g. PROOF. Suppose f,,:; g. By corollary 3 it is sufficient to show that for all XEC and 0,,:; r":; 1. Now
H(x, r) ,,:
proving half of the inequality. Also if x= ry +rz,
so that
A similar proof holds if f~ g.
To prove strict monotonicity for (say) the case f < g, let
Then 0 > 0 , by the compac tness of C. In the above argument we have
Next we consider monotoni city in the maps f and g by taking their domain to be a s ubinterval of the real line. If f and g are strictly monotonic and X2 -Xl = 0 > 0, then we note that Y2 -YI ~ 0 or Z2 -Zj ~ 0 in the above. Now let
Then a, b > 0, by the compactness of C and the strict monotonicity assumption, while
proving strict monotonicity.
It should be noted that the fact thatf(x) ~ g(y) for some x and y does not imply monotonicity of a convex homotopy G of (I, g) along the line joining (x , 0) and (y, 1), even if the conditions of theorems 7 and 8 are satisfied. For instance, iff, g: [0, 1] ~ R, and
Specific Forms of the Basic Convex Homotopy
We have shown in theorems 2 and 4 that there are many convex homotopies connecting any given pair of convex maps. One interesting set of homotopies (because they can be written ex· plicitly) is given in the following case. Letfand g be convex maps on C such thatf-g =a, a con-
is a convex homotopy of (f, g). In fact, if h(r) =ra, then H is the basic homotopy. This raises some questions, about the form of the basic homotopy, which will now be considered. THEOREM 9: Let f and g be two convex, differentiable maps on a co mpact subinterval C 0/ the real line. IfH is the basic homotopy of (f, g) on C X [0, 1], then a necessary and sufficient condition that '
is that f -g is constant.
PROOF. Consider any point (x, t). Then
H (x, t) = tJ(x) + t g (x ).
But if 0 > 0, then we must have
The n,
where f' and g' are the firs t derivatives of f and g, respectively. Similarly, taking 0 < 0 , leads to
Since x was chosen arbitrarily, this impli es tha tf-g is co ns tant , proving necessity. Sufficiency was shown above. is that f -g is constant.
PROOF. Consider any point xEC. If y is any other point of C, then by lemma 9 f -g is constant on the portions of the line segment L joining x and y where f and g are both differentiable along L. B y the co ntinuity of f and g, f -g is therefore constant for all points on L, since there are at most a finite number of points at which the derivative along L does not exist. Therefore,
Since y was arbitrary, the theorem is proved.
Finally we show something about the explicit determination of H for certainf and g. THEOREM 11. Let f and g be convex maps defined on a compact interval C of the real line, and let H be the basicconvexhomotopyof(f,g)on C X [O , I] . Forany(x,r) 
